FEATURES
(partial list)

DOCTOR STRANGE IN THE MULTIVERSE OF MADNESS (C Camera Unit DP)
MARVEL STUDIOS
DIR: Sam Raimi

OUT OF DEATH
EFO FILMS
DIR: Mike Burns

SPIDER-MAN: NO WAY HOME (C Camera Unit DP)
PASCAL PICTURES
DIR: Jon Watts

CHASE: AKA LAST FOUND ALIVE
VOLTA GE PICTURES
DIR: Brian Goodman

THE UNINTENDED
EFO FILMS
DIR: Mike Burns

10 MINUTES GONE
LIONS GATE
DIR: Brian A. Miller

AVENGED
LIONS GATE
DIR: Brian A. Miller

REPRISAL
EMMET/FURLA/OASIS FILMS
DIR: Brian A. Miller

IN LIKE FLYNN
ILF AU PRODUCTIONS PTY LTD.
DIR: Russell Mulcahy

BACKTRACE
EFO FILMS
DIR: Brian A. Miller

BACHELOR LIONS
RIVERROCK FILMS
DIR: Paul Bunch

CARDBOARD BOXER
NIGHT & DAY PICTURES
DIR: Knate Gwaltney

DRUNKTOWN’S FINEST*
INDION GROUP
DIR: Sydney Freeland

BOYS OF ABU GHRAIB
VERTICAL ENTERTAINMENT
DIR: Luke Moran

KID CANNABIS
IMPRINT ENTERTAINMENT
DIR: John Stockwell

CAT RUN 2
LIEJU PRODUCTIONS
DIR: John Stockwell

CASUAL ENCOUNTERS
INTERACTOR MEDIA
DIR: Zack Adler

CODE NAME: GERONIMO**
VOLTA GE PICTURES
DIR: John Stockwell

COMPLICITY***
PASSENGER FILMS
DIR: C.B. Harding

A BELFAST STORY
BELFAST PRODUCTIONS
DIR: Nathan Todd

CEDAR BOYS****
TEMPLAR FILMS
DIR: Serhat Caradee

FALLING FOR SAHARA
IMAGINEFLY PICTURES
DIR: Khoa Do

THE NOTHING MEN
ALCHEMY FILMS
DIR: Mark Fitzpatrick

GABRIEL*****
HILT PRODUCTIONS
DIR: Shane Abbess

TELEVISION
(partial list)

SPACE FORCE (Season 1, Addt’l DP; 2nd Unit)
(Season 2, LA Unit)
NETFLIX
C: Greg Daniels, Steve Carell

FIVE POINTS (Digital Series)
INDIGENOUS MEDIA
DIR: Thomas Carter

START UP (Series)
CRITICAL CONTENT
DIR: Ben Ketai

SCHAPELLE (TV movie)
FREEMANTLE MEDIA
DIR: Khoa Do

BETTER MAN***** (Mini-series)
FREEMANTLE MEDIA
DIR: Khoa Do

SEAL TEAM SIX****** (TV movie)
VOLTA GE PICTURES
DIR: John Stockwell

VERONIQUA’S “TAKE ME ON THE FLOOR”
2009 ACS GOLD AWARD – MUSIC VIDEO

2009 ASIAN TELEVISION AWARDS – BEST DOCUMENTARY CINEMATOGRAPHY AWARD – “VINTAGE NEW ZEALAND”

2004 KODAK CINEMATOGRAPHY AWARD – SHORT DRAMA – “PAINLESS”


COMMERCIALS
(partial list)

UNIVERSAL HALLOWEEN, McDONALD’S, MAZDA, UNWIRE D, MYSPACE, WEE TBIX,
VICS LOS ENGE, NUTTELA, SALVOS, KELLOGG’S, VICS 44, STAMINA DAE,
SBS, SUNDAY TELEGRAPH, ANZ BANK, AUSTAR, VESP A